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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a real-time fire-detector that combines foreground object information with color pixel 
statistics of fire. Simple adaptive background model of the scene is generated by using three Gaussian distributions, where each 
distribution corresponds to the pixel statistics in the respective color channel. The foreground information is extracted by using 
adaptive background subtraction algorithm, and then verified by the statistical fire color model to determine whether the detected 
foreground object is a fire candidate or not. A generic fire color model is constructed by statistical analysis of the sample images 
containing fire pixels. The first contribution of the paper is the application of real-time adaptive background subtraction method 
that aids the segmentation of the fire candidate pixels from the background. The second contribution is the use of a generic 
statistical model for refined fire-pixel classification. The two processes are combined to form the fire detection system and 
applied for the detection of fire in the consecutive frames of video sequences. 
Keywords: Fire detection, image processing, video processing, color modeling, motion detection, image segmentation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Fire detection systems are among the most important components in surveillance systems used to monitor buildings and the 
environment. Currently, almost all fire detection systems use built-in sensors that depend primarily on the reliability and the 
positional distribution of the sensors. It is essential that these sensors are distributed densely for a high precision fire detection 
system. In a sensor-based fire detection system for an outdoor environment, coverage of large areas is impractical due to the 
necessity of a regular distribution of sensors in close proximity. Due to rapid developments in digital camera technology and video 
processing techniques, there is a major trend to replace conventional fire detection methods with computer vision based systems. 
Developments in content based video processing, more and more vision based fire detection systems are introduced. Vision based 
systems generally make use of three characteristic features of fire: colour, motion and geometry. The colour information is used as a 
pre-processing step in the detection of possible fire. 

II. A BRIEF REVIEV OF THE WORK ALREADY DONE IN THE FIELD 

With the help of some reference papers it is seen that previously the work done in this field uses the computer vision based fire 
detection system. In general, computer vision-based fire detection systems employ three major stages: fire pixel classification, 
moving object segmentation, and analysis of the candidate regions. This analysis is usually based on two figures: the shape of the 
region and the temporal changes of the region. The fire detection performance depends critically on the effectiveness of the fire 
pixel classifier which generates seed areas that the rest of the system will exercise. The fire pixel classifier is thus required to have a 
very high detection rate and preferably, a low false alarm rate. There exist few algorithms which directly deal with the fire pixel 
classification in the literature. The fire pixel classification can be considered both in grayscale and color video sequences. Most of 
the work on fire pixel classification in color video sequences is rule-based. The work of [1] used raw R, G, and B color information 
and developed a set of rules to classify the fire pixels. Instead of using the rule-based color model and others, [2] used a mixture of 
Gaussian models in RGB space which is obtained from a training set of fire pixels. Along with motion information and Markov 
field modeling of the fire flicker process [3] and [4] used background subtraction to segment changed foreground objects and three 
rules of RGB color components to detect fire pixels. The overall system can result in very high false alarm rates when intensity 
changes are considered, and it is very sensitive to the tuning parameters employed in background subtraction. The inference [5] used 
normalized RGB values for a generic color model for fire. The normalized RGB is proposed in order to alleviate the effects of 
changing illumination. The generic model is obtained using statistical analysis carried out in r-g, r-b, and g-b color planes. Due to 
the distribution of the sample fire pixels in each plane, three lines are used to specify a triangular region representing the region of 
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interest for the fire pixels. Therefore, triangular regions in respective r-g, r-b, and g-b planes are used to classify a pixel.  
A pixel is declared to be a fire pixel if it falls into three of the triangular regions in r-g, Rb, and g-b planes. The low-cost CCD 
cameras to detect fires in the cargo bay of long range passenger aircraft. This method uses statistical features based on grayscale 
video frames, which include mean pixel intensity, standard deviation, and second-order moments as well as non-image features, 
such as humidity and temperature to detect fire in the cargo compartment. The system is commercially used in parallel with standard 
smoke detectors to reduce the number of false alarms caused by the smoke detectors, and it also provides visual inspection 
capability which helps the aircraft crew confirm the presence or absence of fire. However, the statistical image features are not 
considered to be used as part of a standalone fire detection system.  
Recently, proposed a generic model for fire colour [1-2]. The authors combined    their model with simple moving object detection. 
The objects are identified by the background subtraction technique. Later on they have proposed a fuzzy logic enhanced approach 
which uses predominantly luminance information to replace the existing heuristic rules which are used in detection of fire-pixels. 
YCbCr colour space is used rather than other colour spaces because of its ability to distinguish luminance from chrominance 
information. The implicit fuzziness or uncertainties in the rules obtained from repeated experiments and the impreciseness of the 
output decision is encoded in a fuzzy representation that is expressed in linguistic terms. The single output decision quantity is used 
to give a better likelihood. The fuzzy model achieves better discrimination between fire and fire like-coloured objects. Since the 
colour based pre-processing is essential part for all image processing based fire detection systems, an efficient colour model is 
needed. The fuzzy logic technique is now applied to detect fire pixels.  

III. APPROCHES FOR FIRE DETECTION THROUGH IMAGE PROCESSING 

In most of the image-processing applications, a classical technique used to find the similarity between a pair of images to evaluate 
fire pixel between the images. In order to detect possible changes, which may be caused from fire, we need to use an effective 
background modeling algorithm. The algorithm should be simple and robust to achieve a real-time detection of the fire. The 
background modeling used in our system is similar to the work done in [25] where the scene observed is almost stationary and the 
camera’s position is fixed. The background is modeled with covariance matrix extracted from incoming image where incoming 
image is composed of Luminance Chroma-Blue and ChromaRed (YUV) components. In our system, incoming image is composed 
of Red, Green, and Blue (RGB) components. 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A.  Fire Detection Algorithm 
This section covers the details of the fire detection algorithm. Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the proposed algorithm for fire 
detection.  

 
 

FIG-1 Flowchart of proposed approach for fire detection in image sequences 
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It is assumed that the image acquisition device produces its output in RGB format. The algorithm consists of three main stages: Fire 
pixel detection using colour information Detecting moving pixels Analyzing dynamics of moving fire pixels in consecutive frames.  
 
1) RGB to CIE L*a*b*(YUB) Colour Space Conversion: The first stage in our algorithm is the conversion from RGB to   

Luminance Chroma-Blue and ChromaRed (YUV) colour space. Most of the existing CCTV video cameras provide output in 
RGB colour space, but there are also other colour spaces used for data output representation. The conversion from any colour 
space representation to YUB colour space is straightforward. Given RGB data, the conversion to YUB  colour space is 
formulated as follows: 

 
Where Xn, Yn, and Zn are the tri-stimulus values of the reference colour white. The data range of RGB colour channels is between 0 
and 255 for 8-bit data representation. Meanwhile, the data ranges of L*, a*, and b* components are [0, 100], [–110, 110], and [–110, 
110], respectively. 
 

B.  Colour Modeling for Fire Detection 
A fire in an image can be described by using its visual properties. These visual properties can be expressed using simple 
mathematical formulations. In Fig. 2, we show sample images which contain fire and their YUB colour channels (L*, a*, b*). 
 

 
FIG 2. Sample RGB images containing fire and their CIE L*a*b (YUB) colour channels 

 
RGB image 
L* colour channel  
A* colour channel  
B*colour channel 
For visualization purposes, responses in different colour channels are normalized into interval [0, 1]. Figure 2 gives some clues 
about the way CIE L*a*b* colour channel values characterize fire pixels. Using such visual properties, we develop rules to detect 
fire using CIE L*a*b* colour space. 
The range of fire colour can be defined as an interval of colour values between red and yellow. Since the colour of fire is generally 
close to red and has high illumination, we can use this property to define measures to detect the existence of fire in an image. For a 
given image in CIE L*a*b* colour space, the following statistical measures for each colour channel are defined as 
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where *Lm , *ma , and * mb are a collection of average values of the L*, a*, and b* colour channels, respectively; N is the total 
number of pixels in the image; and (x, y) is spatial pixel location in an imaging grid. The numeric colour responses L*, a*, and b* 
are normalized to [0, 1]. It is assumed that the fire in an image has the brightest image region and is near to the colour red. Thus, the 

following rules can be used to define a fire pixel:  
 
Where R1, R2, R3, and R4 are binary images which represent the existence of fire in a spatial pixel location (x, y) by 1 and the non-
existence of fire by 0. R1(x, y), R2(x, y), and R3(x, y) are calculated from global properties of the input image. R4(x, y) represents the 
colour information of fire; for example, fire has a reddish colour. Figure 3 shows sample images from Fig. 2(a), and binary images 
created using (3)-(6). Figure 3(f) shows a combination of these binary images with the binary AND operator. Figure 3(g) displays 
the segmented fire image. 
 

FIG-3 APPLYING (3)-(6) TO INPUT IMAGES 
Original RGB image 
Binary image using eq(3) 
Binary image using eq(4) 
Binary image using eq(5) 
Binary image using eq(6) 
Combining results of (b)-(e) by binary operator 
Segmented fire region                                
                                  
In order to find the correlation between L*, a*, and b* values of fire pixels, the following strategy was applied. A set of 500 RGB 
images was collected from the Internet. Then, each image was manually segmented to identify all fire regions. Segmented fire 
regions are converted to L*, a*, and b* colour space. A histogram of fire pixels is created for each of the 3 different colour planes, 
that is, (L*-a*), (L*-b*), and (a*-b*). 
                           Figure 4 shows the histograms of three different colour planes where L*, a*, and b* channels are quantized into 24 
levels, and 6,223,467 pixels are used to create each histogram. 
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FIG-4 Distribution of labeled fire pixels in fire images 
(L*,a*) colour channels 
(L*,b*) colour channels 
(a*,b*) colour channels 
 
The number of quantization levels can be changed, but through experimentation, 24 levels were found to give satisfactory results. A 
look-up table is created for each pair of 24 quantized levels to keep track of the likelihood that any pair of L*, a*, and b* belongs to 
a fire. It is clear from Figs. 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) that a fire can be defined by the combination of three histograms. Given the L*, a*, 
and b* colour values at spatial location (x, y), the likelihood that L*, a*, and b* belong to a fire P(L*, a*, b*) is defined as 
P(L*,a*,b* )= P(L*,a* )P(L*,b* )P(a*,b* ), (7)  where P(L*, a*), P(L*, b*), and P(a*, b*) are the likelihoods that (L*, a*), (L*, 
b*), and (a*, b*) belong to a fire, respectively. 
                         The likelihood of being fire as defined by (7) can be used to detect a fire pixel by using simple thresholding: 
 

 
  
where α is a threshold value. Figure 5 shows input RGB images, corresponding likelihood images P(L*, a*, b*) resulted from (7), 
and corresponding R5 images resulted from (8) for α = 0.005. 
 

 
 

FIG-5 Calculating P(L*,a*,b*) and thresholding it with α=0.005 
 
(a) RGB input image which contains fire 
(b)Corresponding likelihood image P(L*,a*,b*) computed according to eq (7) 
(c) Threshold according to P(L*,a*,b*) computed according to eq(8) 
The pixel value P(L*(x, y), a*(x, y), b*(x, y)) of likelihood image P(L*, a*, b*) is a measure in the range of [0, 1] for which a higher 
value of P(L*(x, y), a*(x, y), b*(x, y)) means that there is a higher likelihood that the corresponding pixel belongs to a fire. The 
optimum value of α can be estimated using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. The labeled image set is used in 
estimating the value of α along with the following evaluation criterion. For each value of α, the likelihood in (8) is calculated and 
finalized for each image in the dataset. Using the ground truth regions which were manually labeled as a fire in the training images, 
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the number of correct detections and false detections are calculated for the whole image set. The correct detection is defined as any 
pixel detected as a fire pixel using (8) which is also manually labeled as a fire pixel in the original image. Similarly, false detection 
is defined as any pixel detected as a fire pixel using (8) but is not in the manually labeled fire regions. For each value of α, the 
average rate of correct detection and false detection is evaluated on a training image set and used in the ROC curve. Figure 6 shows 
the ROC curve. 

 
FIG-6 ROC curve for variable α ranging in [0, 0.01] 

 
Using the ROC curve, a threshold value for α can be easily selected for the fire detection algorithm with a predefined correct 
detection versus false detection rates. Different values of α result in different system performances. In our implementation, we chose 
α as the value which gives more than a 90% correct detection rate. The very first value of α which satisfies this condition is α = 
0.00016. However, it also produces a 36.5% false detection rate as shown in Fig. 6. The smaller value of α makes the algorithm 
produce a higher correct detection rate but also produces a higher false detection rate, and vice versa. The value of α can be changed 
at any time to adjust for higher correct detection or lower false detection rates. Using (3)-(6) and (8), a final fire pixel detection 
equation can be defined as 

 
 where F(x, y) is the final decision on whether a pixel located at spatial location (x, y) results from fire or not. Equation (9) means 
that if inequalities defined in (3)-(6) and (8) give one as their output for spatial location (x, y), then there is a fire in that spatial 
location. Figure 7 shows the performance of fire segmentation using (9) on sample RGB images.  
                   Figure 7(a) is the original image, Fig. 7(b) is the result of applying (9), and Fig. 7(c) is the segmented image using 
binary map in Fig. 7(b). It is clear that the proposed fire colour model can adequately detect fire pixels under different conditions. 
For instance, the illumination shows high diversity in between input images (see Fig. 7(a)), and the proposed fire colour model can 
still detect fire regions. 
 

C.  Combining Colour And Background Subtraction Technique 
It is observed that the motion of flames in consecutive frames should show a deviation in shape, which is mainly caused from the 
burning material or the wind in the  
environment. The flame can be thought as a moving object. The motion of the flame object may be sudden in the case of explosive 
fire. The type of the motion changes from event to event, but there is only one thing, which does not change, that is the change of 
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size and motion of fire in the consecutive frames. Because of the fire-like colour of the sun, sometimes it is likely to detect the 
reddish colour in horizon as fire or other kind of effects may produce such affect. The case mentioned is compensated using 
background subtraction procedure, which mainly subtracts background from foreground changes and adapts the background model 
with time, so that fire-like colours will be removed. 
       The background subtraction process is the final step in our algorithm. The changes detected by the background subtraction stage 
are supplied to colour verification process. Pixels that are detected by the algorithm as foreground object, and have a fire-like colour 
classified by the rules defined are grouped into blobs with respect to their spatial connectivity. A time analysis of each fire-like blob 
is considered, and if it grows in size or changes its center location, then each fire blob is considered as a fire candidate. 
The algorithm of the proposed fire detection is summarized in fig 8. 

 
FIG-8 Proposed fire detection algorithm flowchart 

 
The first step of the algorithm removes the background and detects possible foreground objects that are mainly caused from either 
temporal changes in the background or an object motion into the scene. The second step is applied if foreground pixels detected 
with fire-like colours. The output of this step mainly removes foreground objects, which do not have fire-like colours. There are 
some pixels, which are classified as foreground fire-like objects caused from the noise. In order to remove such a noise, we remove 
connected component pixel groups of size less than 5 pixels. Second step is followed by the third step that aims the detection of 
foreground blobs where each blob is detected using connected component labeling algorithm. In connected component labeling 
algorithm 4-connectivity is used. Detection of each blob is followed by construction of guard area which is rectangular area that 
covers each blob and used to observe the behavior of enclosed blob in consecutive frames in order to decide whether it is fire object 
or not. In each guard area two measures are carried out; the first one is the spatial mean of the blob in guard area, which is used to 
measure the behavior of fire which should be changing because the fire has property of swinging. The second measure is spatial area 
of detected pixels in guard area. It should be either getting larger or smaller in consecutive frames. Fig 9 shows a foreground object 
and corresponding guard area. Size of guard area is larger than the size of blob, and it is found using the following equation; 
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 where wb and hb are width and height of corresponding blob respectively, and wg and hg are width and height of guard area.  
 

V.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

A.  Input And Output Images  

 
 

 
 
 Fig 10 shows the step-by-step visualization of the algorithm. In the first row, background is shown with its binary maps of change 
detection map (column (b)), fire colour detection map (column (c)), and detected fire map respectively (column (d)). The second 
row shows that there is a foreground object but no fire. The third row and rest of the rows show that there is a foreground object, 
which is fire. 
 
FIG-10 Experimental results 
Input image 
Change map 
Fire filtered binary map of input image 
Detected fire image 
 

B. Overall Detection 
Although the overall detection   result is not 100%, the correct detection rate for our algorithm is 98.89%.Fig 11 shows the overall 
fire detection result. As it can be observed from fig, YCbCr colour space outperforms other colour spaces both in correct detection 
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rate and false alarm rate. This is due to the ability of YCbCr colour space to separate luminance from chrominance. This provides a 
way to express the output decision in linguistic terms. As a result, the most needed discrimination between fire and fire-like regions 
is enhanced. This fire detection is done on the basis of the of original RGB images. By using image processing fire, smoke and its 
intensity, magnitude and location can be detected. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 

A. Conclusion 
The objective of my thesis is to detect fire by replacing fire sensors, for this we have developed a real-time fire-detector, which 
combines colour information with registered background scene. Since the colour based pre-processing is essential part for all image 
processing based fire and smoke detection systems, an efficient colour model is used to give a better likelihood that a pixel is a fire 
pixel. The background modeling used in our system is similar to the work done in others where the scene observed is almost 
stationary and the camera’s position is fixed. The background is modeled with covariance matrix extracted from incoming image 
where incoming image is composed of Luminance Chroma-Blue and ChromaRed (YUV) components. In our system, incoming 
image is composed of Red, Green, and Blue (RGB) components. 
Colour information of fire is determined by the statistical measurement of the sample images containing fire. Simple adaptive 
background information of the scene is used to model the pixel values of the coloured information in each colour channel. The 
foreground objects detected are combined with colour statistics and output is analyzed in consecutive frames for fire detection.  
After simulation the objective of our thesis is achieved. The correct detection rate for our algorithm is 99.89%. The system detects 
the fire as soon as it is started, except in the explosive conditions, in which generally smoke is seen before the fire is started. 

B.  Future Scope 
The proposed algorithm can be extended to incorporate the smoke in the video sequences, which may be used as faster fire alarm 
detection in such special conditions. The performance of the proposed fire detection system can be further improved by considering 
smoke at early stages of fire. However, detecting smoke is a challenging task and prone to high false detections caused from fog, 
different lighting conditions caused by nature, and other external optical effects. Such high false detections can be resolved by 
analyzing every smoke-like region. However, this yields a high computational load. In order to alleviate such cases, the proposed 
system will be further improved to include different scenarios. Furthermore, texture and shape information of fire regions will also 
be investigated to improve the system’s fire detection performance 
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